
Meeting The Structure And Components Of HTML 

HTML has syntax and rules like any other language  
The same is true for css. CSS markup is different than HTML  

Elements are the building blocks of HTML. We use them to describe each piece of text 
on our web page. Elements are made of tags and the content within or between.  

   

Tag Pairs in HTML  

<Opening Tag>, <Closing Tag>, example…   
<title> Titles are easy, content is hard </title> 

Other examples: <p> content… </p> = Paragraph element.  
<li></li> List element.  
<ul></ul>, unordered or bullet list.  
<ol></ol>, ordered or numbered list.  
<form></form> Form element.  
<tag></tag> Tag element.  

Example…  

<ul>  
      <li> Item 1 </li>  
      <li> Item 2 </li> 
      <li> Item 3 </li>  
</ul> 

Exercise: Your turn! Let’s create a 10 item HTML markup using the example above.   
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Single Tags 
<img>, <br>, <hr> 
<img> Insert image tag.  
<br> Move to new line tag. 
<hr> Separate line tag.  
Example… 

<img src=“images/header.png” alt=“header graphic” width=“800” height=“160” 
title=“banner graphic”> 

-   The src attribute provides the specifics for the image that you want to use, 
header.png.  
- The width and height attributes provide information about how to display that image 

on the web page.  
- The alt attribute provides a text alternative to the image, which is useful because a 

text-only browser can display the text, or a text-to-speech reader can say it aloud for 
the visually impaired.   

- The title attribute created a pop-up text message that appear over the image when a 
user moves the mouse inside its borders.  

Exercise: Your turn! Let’s create a img single tag pointing to the images folder in a 
server, calling the photo footer.png… with a text alternative to the image called footer 
graphic… with a width of 500 and a height of 100… and a title footer graphic.   

Discussion: How did you feel about writing HTML today?  

Character Codes 
Encoding for the ISO latin-1 character set are supplied by default in all modern web 
browsers.  

Example: <meta charset=“UTF-8”>  
Charset value reads UTF-8. UTF-8 stands for unicode transformation format 8-bit, an 
encoding format. It contains over 1 million-plus character codes.  



UTF-16 is becoming more popular.  

Special Tag Characters. Hidden HTML markup.  

Left angle bracket (<): &lt; 
Right angle bracket (>): &gt; 
Ampersand (&): &amp; 

Comments in HTML 
Begin a comment with the string <!— 
End a comment with a string —>  

Example… 

<!— This is where you should input your comment, whatever that comment is 
         Makes sense? —>  

Exercise: Your turn! Let’s write a comment in a HTML document.  

Organizing HTML text  
Mandatory division between head and body.  

Inside of the <head> section, you may (and probably should) define all kinds of labels 
and information, including a title, character uses, metadata for search engines and 
page descriptions. 

BTW: Metadata literally means data about data… information about the page that 
follows.  



Inside of the <Body> section, is where real content lives… where the majority of 
markup appears.  

<h1>,<h6>, <p>, <li>, and many more.  

  


